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 Just when you think things cannot possibly get better, that is exactly what happens.  Many others 

and myself just wanted the whole experience to keep going this year.  We had the largest turnout of any FT 

match ever held in Canada and it was very obvious from the start that everyone was there for a good time.  

Many factors, such as the venue, course, weather and organization factor in the success of a match, but none 

are as important as those that show up and breathe life into everything.  Many thanks go to all who 

attended. 

 Temperatures in the low seventies were ideal and the wind was quite light on Saturday, but a little 

trickier on Sunday, especially for the WFTF shooters.  With cloud cover on Saturday, the course was darker 

than usual and some of the long targets were a challenge to find quickly and then to range find.  The 

difficulty factors of the courses were not calculated, but I would guess both were in the mid thirties on the 

T-scale.  Some said the white course was tougher and others the red, so it seems they were fairly well 

balanced.  Thanks to all the guys who set out lanes and did a great job of placing targets in an interesting 

and challenging way.  The rebar lane was particularly interesting thanks to our club’s 3d archery group who 

left out some target mounts that ended up playing a part on lane 16. 

 A fair number showed up on Friday to set lanes and to do some sight-in work.  There was lots of 

help for setting up the gazebos, lanes and sight-in range and that is always appreciated.  A group headed out 

for supper and later some returned to do a little more shooting until it was too dark to see the targets.  A 

group camped out at the club and provided security for all the equipment.  The coyotes sung them to sleep 

or kept them awake, depending on how they felt about the critters. 

 The WFTF divisions headed out on the red course Saturday and the open and hunter divisions 

attacked the white course.  The reds shot the odd number targets and the whites shot the even number, a 

method that tends to equalize the courses. 

 The WFTF Piston class was the largest group at this year’s match and it did not take long to get a 

good race going.  Four shooters were close after the first day and six of nine were over the 50% mark on a 

fairly tough course.  Day two was a little different, as George maintained the high score to win the division, 

while Tom and Ted, who were sharing Tom’s gun, ran into some zero shifting.  Two good shooters sharing 

a gun usually makes for a good race and this was no exception as they ended up in a tie that Tom eventually 

broke in the shoot-off for second.  The race for fourth place was an interesting one with mother and 

daughter vying for the final plaque.  Barb had a solid lead after day one, but a great shooting day by Nicole 

and a rough beginning on Sunday for Barb, resulted in Nicole edging mom out by one point.  I know Barb 

was very proud of Nicole, a junior age shooter, and it probably went down the way Barb would have written 

it.  Mike and Jeff both shot well and were quite close in the end.  Relative newcomers to the sport, Ryan and 

Rick, son and dad, did some good shooting in a high-pressure match. 

 The popularity of the WFTF division was evident as the WFTF PCP class was the second largest 

class.  Day one saw three shooters over the 50 mark and set the stage for a race on day two.  There were 

also three in the forties, including John who just recently started shooting with us.  James and Sylvain are 

quite new to the sport and did well on this championship course.  The results on day two for the top three 

were in the same order, so Robbie is the Canadian champ, followed by myself then Joel for second and third 

respectively.  Dave managed to keep his day two score up in the forties and took the final plaque in the 

class.  Brian was not far off the pace, followed by John, who did remarkably well.  James and Sylvain had a 

bit of a tougher day on Sunday, but both performed well. 
 After day one in the Open PCP class, it was looking like it had for the past few years, with Don holding 

a slight, one shot, edge on Len for the top spot.  Magdy and Dennis were very close for the next two spots, 

followed by Sean and Salma with just one shot separating them.  Day two had a few surprises, with Don 

dropping a few shots, but enough for Len to have a great day, dropping only one shot, and he was able to 

celebrate his first Canadian Championship win after two very impressive days of shooting.  Dennis had another 



good day to place third, followed by Sean, who took fourth.  Unfortunately, due to other commitments, Salma 

and Magdy were unable to return for day two.    

 The hunter division was down in numbers, but the upside was being able to have awards in three classes.  

The hunter PCP group had five competitors with three in the 90s on Saturday and two in the 80s.  Everyone was 

shooting well.  Whatever Bill and Greg did to prepare for Sunday, it sure worked, with both shooting well over 

the 100 mark.  With two very good days, Bill is the Canadian Champion in the class and Greg took second.  

Marshall had a better day on Sunday and pulled ahead of Jess for third.  Jess had two consistent and strong 

scores. 

 With three shooters in the hunter piston class, it brought the number of piston gun shooters to 12, 

something others and myself were happy to see.  Larry put together two very good scores to take the very first 

award of Canadian Champion in the hunter piston class.  Ken had a great second day and took second, followed 

by Jay who was shooting in his first match.  All three of these shooters are relatively new and had impressive 

results. 

 The hunter junior class is the final one to report on.  This is a very important class and I was happy to 

see the junior shooters make it to the match.  Thomas had a good day Saturday and followed it with an even 

better day Sunday to take the first place award in the class.  Gillian put two good scores together to take the 

second spot, followed by Andrew with two good and consistent days.  Gillian was the top Canadian shooter in 

the class. 

 So that is the story of the match and scores, but definitely just part of the whole story of the event.  I 

already reported on Friday’s activities, but another factor that punched up the weekend for all of us was, Travis, 

from Air Gun Source, showing up on Saturday and setting up a nice display of air guns and accessories.  We 

were able to browse, pick up accessories, pellets and guns right in the clubhouse.  Travis came out on the course 

with us, observing and shooting the breeze with many in attendance.  Before he left, Travis donated some 

excellent prizes to our table, including a Webley Tempest that we raffled off.  Field target shooters across 

Canada are fortunate to have a business support us so well and we are very grateful. 

 Port Colborne Canadian Tire, Smith Industrial and Westpier all contributed items to our prize table.  

Tuck’s Jewelers donated a watch that ended up being presented to Angie, my wife, who has been helping me 

with the organization of the match and taking care of all the money.  She was shocked and very delighted to be 

presented with the gift.  Many thanks go to the local businesses that supported our National event.  Thanks also 

to Marshall who did the legwork on getting the local businesses to donate.  George brought some colourful hats 

donated by Shooter’s Choice from Waterloo, so thanks to Shooter’s Choice and George. 

 The prize table is certainly one of the highlights each year and this one was no exception.  Each 

participant was able to pick up at least three prizes and a few were able to pick a fourth.  The Port Colborne FT 

Club donated about 60 of the prizes, which I have been picking up throughout the year whenever a bargain 

presented itself.  From Range Burlington, Don brought two complete shooting packages, including a 2240, red 

dot, CO2 and pellets.  Thanks to Range Burlington and the Port Club.  Much to the horror of a few individuals, 

Joel donated a couple of his dreaded quarter inch reducers.  Thanks Joel. 

 Angie and Janis Joe again took care of organizing the meal for Sunday, getting everything set up and 

cleaning up the clubhouse.  It was cleaner when we left than when we arrived.  Thanks ladies; you are greatly 

appreciated. 

 I would like to thank the Port Colborne & District Conservation Club for allowing field target events to 

take place at this awesome venue.  The grounds are great and the forest course is something you just have to see 

to appreciate.  I feel very fortunate to have this club as my home base. 

 Each year we have people step forward to pitch in and help to set targets, put up the gazebos, set up the 

sight-in range and just volunteer to help in any way they can.  I cannot say enough about these individuals who 

lighten the load for everyone.  You are fine human beings and I am thankful for you. 

 For many, including myself, the most important part of the match is simply interacting with everyone 

there.  There was plenty of shooting, conversation, stories, learning, teaching, eating, drinking, humour and 

laughter.  All these things combine to make it hard to leave at the end of the weekend.  We had a contingent 

from Alberta and one from the Ottawa area, adding to the National feel of the match.  We are hoping to draw 

from even more areas of the country next year.  Thanks to all who attended and made this a memorable CAFTA 

Nationals. 

  



CAFTA Nationals 2013 Results Chart 

Rank 
Name 

Class 
Red White Total Rifle Scope Pellet 

 WFTF Piston /60 /60 /120    

1 George Harde** 46* 44 90 TX200 Sightron 10-50 JSB 8.4 

2 Tom Peretti** 46* 27 73 HW77K Leupold Comp 45 JSB 8.4 

3 Ted Gibson** 43* 30 73 HW77K Leupold Comp 45 JSB 8.4 

4 Nicole Larson 32* 39 71 HW97 Hawke 8.5-32 JSB 8.4 

5 Barb Larson 39* 31 70 TX200 Falcon T50 JSB 8.4 

6 Mike Clements 35* 25 60 HW77K Bushnell 8-32 JSB 8.4 

7 Jeff Hemming 26* 27 53 TX200 Falcon T50 JSB 8.4 

8 Ryan Haessel 26* 21 47 TX200 Falcon T50 JSB 8.4 

9 Rick Haessel 20* 18 38 HW97 Hawke 8.5-32 JSB 8.4 

  WFTF PCP       

1 Robbie Stewart 55* 54 109 Steyr LG110FT March 8-80 JSB 8.4 

2 Tim MacSweyn** 52* 52 104 Steyr LG100 Falcon T50 JSB 7.9 

3 Joel Goodwin 51* 48 99 EV2 Mk2 Nikko 10-50 JSB 8.4 

4 Dave Bartlett 46* 40 86 RAW TM1000 Falcon T50 JSB 8.4 

5 Brian Milne 42* 36 78 RAW TM1000 Falcon 10-50 JSB 8.4 

6 John Hoffner 42* 26 68 AR20FT Walther 10-40 FT JSB 8.4 

7 James Liu 33*  24 57 AR20FT Walther 10-40 FT JSB 8.4 

8 Sylvain Levasseur 19* 14 33 AA MPR FT Falcon T50 JSB 7.9 

 Open PCP        

1 Len Joe 59 58* 117  FWB P70 FT Bushnell 6-24 JSBH 

2 Don Irvine** 55 59* 114  Steyr LG100FT S&B FT JSBH 

3 Dennis Eden ** 53 54* 107  Theoben R 17 Nikko 10-50 CPH 

4 Sean Mcdaniel 42 46* 88 Cr Marauder Hawke 3-12 JSB 8.4 

5 Magdy Hassouna DNF 56* DNF Daystate GP March  JSBH 

6 Salma Hassouna DNF 45* DNF FWB P70 S&B FT JSBH 

 Hunter Division /120 /120 /240    

 PCP       

1 Bill Shikatani** 108 99* 207 HW100 Bushnell 2.5-16 JSBH 

2 Greg Stopelli 104 94* 198 AA S400 Millet TRS 1 JSB 8.4 

3 Chris Holmes 81 97* 178 Hatson BT65 Hawke 4-12 .22 JSBJ 

4 Marshall Doan 87 82* 169 QB 79/Diana 54 Tasco 6-24 .22Cr /JSB 

5 Jess Costin 80 80* 160 AA S400C Hawke 6-24 .22 JSB RS 

 Piston       

1 Larry Carroll 86 89* 175 TX200 Bushnell 5-15 JSB 8.4 

2 Ken Jackson 91 77* 168 Diana 54 Bushnell 6-24 .22 JSB 

3 Jay Clements 76 61* 137 Cr Phantom Cr. 4X .22 CP HP 

 Junior Hunter       

1 Thomas Doan 78 73* 151 Cr 2240 Centre Point 4-16 .22 Cr  

2 Gillian Covell 67 69* 136  QB 79  Tasco 3-9  .22 Cr 

3 Andrew Doan 60 56* 116 QB78  Center Point 3-9 JSBH 

* Course shot on Saturday ** Set up lanes    US – American   Bold – Canadian Division Champions 



 
 
Thanks Barb, for the awesome banners, a great touch.  Look at those smiling faces and that cool banner! 


